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Review No. 102405 - Published 14 Feb 2011

Details of Visit:

Author: Eddie G
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 13 Feb 2011 13.00
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07919833426

The Premises:

Discreet hotel so fine

The Lady:

Nice looking - although pictures on the 'aw' site possibly make her look better than is. Had
specifically asked her to dress a certain way, which she confirmed in texts, but then wasn't.
Unfortunately even put her seamed stockings on the wrong way round! Said she had a sister who
also worked - I wonder if some of the texts I exchanged were actually answered by her and not by
Tiffany.

The Story:

Oh dear another disappointment....had exchanged some nice texts with her before going to see her
- including how much the hour cost - one text told me ?100 for the hour. Got there, and she asked
for the cash - although her aw profile says she leaves this until the end. Also asked me for ?120 - I
said I only had ?100 as per her profile and text, but she insisted it was ?120 for hour. I got the
impression that if I stood my ground she could have got unpleasant, and I dodn't neec the hassle.

Got on with things - all okay - then after 45 minutes asked me if I was nearly there as ?100 only got
45 minutes! She was also on the verge of getting a bit stroppy then. This put me off, but got there
by my own accord. Dressed quickly and left.

Looking at her profile I now wish I had read more - admittedly there is a review where she may have
got attacked - which of course no one deserves, but also a few saying she had ripped others off.

If you have a choice I would say avoid - there are plenty of other decent women around that won't
haggle over money. I do not rip people off, but was made to feel like it in this instance. One lesson
learned...
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